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Happy New Year to everyone, lets start by keeping everything crossed that 2021 is a 

little better that 2020. I think although we did manage to get a few rides in and at 

least meet up with a few of our new members.  I thought it might be interesting to 

look back at January Magazines from years gone by. In 2012 we were planning a trip 

to Pendine Sands and welcoming a new Assistant Head Road Captain and Assistant 

Director unfortunately nether lasted on the committee as it was too demanding for 

them on the plus side it was so mild we were already riding out. 

January 2014 was another grand year more changes on the committee as two     

people left to move away to Staffordshire and we welcomed a new Webmaster and 

club  secretary and we planned a trip to Crantock Beach Park Cornwall something we 

might repeat in 2021. 2015 was a bumper year as we planned trips to France,       

Germany and The Blue Grass Smokehouse. The weather was cold but we were able 

to ride out in early March, Trudie took on the roll of Ladies of Harley on the         

committee and Big Al stepped up to Assistant Director . So what about 2021 ? Well 

with all the uncertainty that we still have I am forging ahead with plans for trips to 

both France and Germany, the date for Germany is still unsettled but it will be late in 

the year so there is a good chance of it going ahead. As well as these there is a long 

list of destinations that we are putting together and these will all be on the website 

in the next few weeks, the dates will be fluid and will change according to lockdown 

rules but one thing is definite we will ride as soon as we can.  I know that many of 

our new members are unsure about riding in a large group so one of the first events 

we will hold will be an introduction to Group Rides this will involve a little chat about 

expectations on both parts and it will conclude with a short ride and coffee. We will 

continue to use our Text Service to alert you of rides and events so be sure to keep 

the committee up to date with any contact detail changes you may have had.      

Charity Support - one of the foundations of any HOG Chapter is to support charities 

where ever we can and we normally have a nominated charity every year. In the 

past we have  supported the Air Ambulance, MacMillan Cancer Support, NABD, and 

the Helipad Appeal for the Luton and Dunstable Hospital.  This year the chapter has 

again been robbed of two  members by Cancer and both of our brothers were 

helped by MacMillan so I would like to nominate this worthy cause as our charity for 

2021 but if any members have other charities that they feel would be a better cause 

I welcome your suggestions. I plan to put this on     Facebook and once we have 

nominations then we will decide just who we will 

be supporting. Last year we raised over £3000 and 

that was without our Bike Festival so we can do 

even better in 2021. 

Ride Safe, Stay Safe  
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Whilst enjoying a glass of wine, one evening in early December, Andrea hit on the idea of helping less    

fortunate families with their Christmas food shop. Given the fact I myself had done some voluntary        

carpentry work at our local food bank. We started too push around some ideas on what we could do to 

help.   By the end of that evening, we had come up with the idea of getting x20 Christmas hampers for 

families for    Christmas 2020. The next morning, Andrea contacted Luton Food Bank and discussed our 

idea and through a     couple more meetings we were sent a detailed list of items the Food bank required 

and are desperate for. We had discussed involving family members and friends and after a brief discussion 

with Martyn (Chapter Director ), it was decided that we would include the Chapter in our crusade.  

With the Chapter ever-growing and membership standing at almost 100, we thought the Chapter would be 

an   ideal way of growing the cause. We floated the idea on the Chapter members Facebook group and 

began to get some response. We also, repeatedly re-posted the original post to keep the cause fresh in 

everyone’s minds.     Andrea and I were now both hopeful and quietly confident of achieving the target set 

of the 20 complete hampers. As interest grew, we were receiving more and more messages from members 

asking what they could do and how to get involved. We began to message out lists of all items that the 

Foodbank are crying out for, ensuring that we would receive an equal number of all items so as to be able 

to complete each hamper.  

More and more responses came, we then had the task of building more hampers than originally set out to 

have. This carried on until the Friday evening before the hampers were to be made as agreed with the 

Foodbank. That evening was spent sharing out the items equally into festively decorated boxes and bags. 

We also drove round Bedfordshire collecting last minute donations. Once home and all was organised, our 

lounge was a sea of       Christmas goodies. Content that all was ready for the drop off the next day.  

The following morning, we loaded the car up and I met up with a dozen of the other chapter members, 

who kindly agreed to help deliver our haul. After a quick coffee and fearing the dark clouds above were 

about to open, we followed Andrea, to the Foodbank at the arranged time. Not normally open on a       

Saturday, but they were keen to take delivery of the hampers and if being honest also keen to see the 

bikes on show, we were greeted at the   Foodbank by excited members of staff. After a brief introduction 

our portly Chapter director Martyn, over saw the operation of all unloading the hampers, as he stood 

chatting to the Foodbank manager. After unloading and keen to get going due to the rain starting, the guys 

posed for photos with the bikes at the request of some of the      foodbank staff. With Martyn agreeing 

with the manager to discuss further ways that III Rivers Chapter could      support the Foodbank in the  

coming months. From there with the rain pelting down, us guys on bikes headed for shelter and a                  

well-deserved, Greggs coffee and bacon sarnie.  

Andrea and I, received a lovely email shortly after from the Foodbank thanking us all for our efforts, so we 

in  return would personally like to thank all of you that helped and donated too and we are looking        

forward to helping many other worthy causes in 2021.  

Wayne & Andrea 
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My Route App - MRA Improvements                                            Peter La-Porte 

MyRouteApp has got better, with new ‘’Via Points’’ and “Timed Waypoints”.  What does this mean? 

 

• Each point on the route is a waypoint that helps to determine how the route is shaped, hence these Waypoints 
can be referred to as Shaping Points.  These points form the route, but otherwise have no specific information or 
value (apart from the road identity). 

• Some waypoints have not only been created to form the route, but also indicates a special place that should not 
be missed while riding/driving (such as a special road, a nice lookout or monument).  These are referred to Via 
Points, points that we want to pass for a specific reason and that we would like to be alerted to. 

Via Points: 

So, Via Points are waypoints at a special place that we do not want to miss.  This could be a beautiful mountain pass, a 
specific bridge / monument / a HD Dealership.  Via Points are also, for example, the location for a planned café-stop or 
lunch break. 

NB. The start and endpoint of the route are automatically Via Points. 

 

Creating a Via Point: 

 

• First select the Shaping Point that we want to make a Via Point.  The ‘shaping point’ description box will now 
open in a pop-up; 

• Click on the icon for more options (see image), the rest of the menu will open; 

 

• Click the button with the stop-off point called Via (see image); 

 

 

Continued .. 
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• To change this Via Point back to a Shaping Point, click this button again.  

Timed Waypoints: 

For some waypoints, we already know that we will stay for a longer period of time than the route calculation indicates.  
These specific waypoints can be pre-planned with the new MyRouteApp functionality.  This makes it easier for us to 
estimate the total planned time of our route.  This will help time management for ride-outs. 

 

• Setting extra time (pause time) can be added to either a shaping point or a via point. 

 

 Shaping Points:  We can include some extra riding time because we expect to ride slower than indicated in the 
route calculation, by planning some extra time in a shaping point. 

 Via Points:  As mentioned above, via points are locations we want to pass for a special reason.  This could for 
example be a coffee shop, lunch break or meeting point.  We can set the estimated pause time of this location 
to get a better indication of the estimated total travel time. 
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Creating a Timed Waypoint: 

 

• Click on the waypoint to which we want to add a ‘pause time’; 

• Click on the ‘Input Pause’ button; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• Click in the time box and a drop-down menu will appear (see image); 
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• Click on the cross in the time bar to remove the pause time. 

 

• Click on the icon next to the timeline to modify the icon, a drop down menu will appear from which we can 
choose the appropriate icon.  For the example here, the ‘jerry-can’ icon has been selected to indicate a fuel 
stop. 

 

• It is also possible to add an icon without a pause time, or to add a pause time without an icon. 

 

• Icons have no impact on the journey time, so we can choose any icon (one) for any timed waypoint. 
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• We will see the time added directly at the waypoint and it appears in the route list.  This time is added to the 
total time of the entire route and will be mentioned and taken into account when exporting the PDF file. 

 

 

NEXT TIME – BACK TO BASICS – HOW TO CREATE A ROUTE IN MRA 

From the Committee ……... 

Over the next few weeks a list of potential rides and trips will be published dates will be very fluid until the            

government gives details of what activities are permitted in the spring and how many people are able to meet up in 

a safe environment, but you can rest assured that we will ride again and we will ride in a group at some point. 

For those who are able to use My Route App we will be offering some help in how to import rides and the same   

applies to those who are using Harley-Davidson Ride Planner we will also demonstrate how to transfer from App to 

App. 

The Committee realise that those of you who joined for the first time in 2020 expecting to get out ride and have fun 

have not had the welcome to the chapter that we would have wanted for you and we are looking at ways to make 

that up to you in 2021, the new chapter year starts in April and in order for you to be a member of the chapter you 

must maintain your HOG membership, should the latter lapse then you are unfortunately removed from the chap-

ter. 

We will hold an AGM in March depending on Lockdown this might be online but however it takes place its your 

chance to ask questions of the committee and influence how the chapter is run so please get involved. 

Once we are able to meet again one of the first things we will be running is Introduction Days, these will be at the 

dealership and include a look round and introduction to the team at the dealership then a short ride with a few   

others to introduce Group Riding and a bit of Road Craft then last of back to the Dealers for a coffee and debrief.   

Ride Safe & Stay Safe  
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Weekend Away in Montreuil-Sur-Mer France  

Depart Friday 28th May  

Return Monday 31st may 

This includes 3 nights Bed and Breakfast staying at the Hotel Hermitage Best Western. The hotel has 

secure parking in a locked and gated car park. We have stayed at this hotel many times and we are 

always made to feel at home, Eric the bar manager is the life and soul of the place and always fixes 

us up with a good restaurant for our first night . 

The cost for this weekend will be approximately £350 per room this is the same price for single or 

double occupancy and includes the cost of the Eurotunnel . 

To secure your place please email with your details, places are limited and will be 

allocated 

On a First Come First Served Basis  

martyn.coote@ntlworld.com  
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Weekend Away in Bournemouth  

Depart Friday 18th June  

Return Sunday 20th June  

This includes 2 nights Bed Breakfast and Evening Meal, staying at the Trouville Hotel The hotel has 

secure parking  for guests. We have stayed at this hotel before and looking forward to returning 

again. We would bee calling in on the journey down to the Sammy Miller motorcycle collection for 

lunch then on to Mudeford Quay before checking in to our hotel.  

There is plenty of places to visit on Saturday and Sunday before heading home. The Cost is £62.50 

per person per night with a 3 course evening meal.  

The hotel is within walking distance of the beach and the pier with loads to see and do. There will 

be an organised ride on Saturday for those who want to see more of the area.   

To secure your place please email with your details, places are limited and will be 

allocated on a First Come First Served Basis register your interest by emailing  

martyn.coote@ntlworld.com  
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Harley– Davidson in the British Army  

Not a lot of people know this but following on from 
the mass produced Harleys in use in WW1 and 2 
they also producd a more modern version for use 
by the British Army . 

This was the MT 350 pictured below . 

My love of two wheels started when at the age of 
12 I used to borrow my mums Puch Maxi and ride it 
through the woods at the back of our house , but I 
actually learned to ride and passed my test on an 
Armstrong MT 500 back in 1992 . The following year 
it was replaced by the MT350 

The Harley Davidson MT350 motorcycle was built in 
the USA starting in 1993 and was derived from the 
earlier Armstrong MT500 built for the British army. 

Armstrong motorcycles was set up in Bolton in 1981 
having taken over the former Clews Competition 
Motorcycles (CCM) founded by Alan Clews. In 1983 
they licensed the rights to build the Can-Am        
motorcycle in the UK from the Canadian              
Bombardier  company which they then produced 
until 1987.In 1984 Armstrong-CCM then bought the 
rights to the Rotax engined XN Tornado from the 
Milan based SWM company after they had gone 
into liquidation. From this they developed the   
Armstrong MT500 and then produced about 3,500 
of the bikes for the British Army between 1984 and 
1987. They also produced a limited number of 
MT500’s for the Canadian and Jordanian armies. 

However, in 1987, after the MT500 had been  
adopted as the standard motorcycle for NATO,  
Armstrong sold the rights to Harley Davidson who 
took over production in the United States where 
they produced the Harley Davidson badged MT350 
version of the motorcycle. The British Army began 
buying this version in 1993. 

 

 

The Harley Davidson MT350 uses an electric 
start version of the Austrian built Rotax 348cc single 
cylinder, 4-valve overhead camshaft engine         
producing 30 bhp and 29 Nm of torque. Although 
slightly heavy at 162 kg for off-road use, it is a      
robust motorbike and is fitted with good quality 
Marzocchi front forks and Ohlin rear shock           
absorbers. The wheel rims were made by Akront 
and the hubs by Grimeca. Unlike the MT500 which 
was fitted with drum brakes, the MT350 was fitted 
with Grimeca disk brakes front and back. Overall, 
the bike is well made from an engineering point of 
view with needle roller swinging arm bearings and 
taper roller head bearings. 

The Rotax engine fitted to the MT350 is fairly bullet 
proof although the use of a rubber camshaft timing 
belt mounted inside a metal cover makes the      
engine sound slightly agricultural at times. This is 
made more noticeably by the standard silencer, 
which does a very good job of suppressing the     
exhaust sound as required on military machines. In 
fact, the main noise made by the bike when its   
performance is being pushed hard is the induction 
sound from the air filter box which, surprisingly, is 
quite a satisfying noise. 

The engine is powered via a Capacitor Discharge 
Ignition (CDI) unit direct from the generator and is 
independent of the battery and the lighting system. 
The power for the lights and other electrical      
components then comes from separate alternator 
coils. A blackout switch is fitted on the handlebar to 
enable the lights to be distinguished quickly. 

The MT350 is fitted with detachable plastic pannier 
boxes mounted on frames either side of the engine. 
It is also fitted with a plastic rifle scabbard at the 
back on the right-hand side.  

Cont... 
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MT350 Performance                                                                                                                                                   
Although the Armstrong MT500 was used by the British Army until replaced by the Harley Davidson 
badged MT350 in 1993, the change from a 500 c to a 350 cc Rotax engine is difficult to understand. While 
the MT500 has reasonable performance overall, the MT350 feels under powered despite both                
producing  similar maximum power output. This is mainly because the MT350 produces its power and 
torque at much higher revs and therefore needs to be worked that much harder to give the performance. 
As a result, I find the two motorcycles give totally different riding experiences with my preference being 
the MT500. 

MT350 Specifications  

• Engine:                             Single cylinder, SOHC, 4-valve, 4-stroke 

• Starting:                           Electric and kickstart 

• Capacity:                          348 cc 

• Bore/Stroke:                   79.5 x 70.4 mm 

• Compression Ratio:     9.6:1 

• Max Power:                      30 bhp 

• Max Torque:                    29 Nm 

• Carburettor:                     H-D CV Type 

• Cooling:                             Air cooled 

• Lubrication:                     Dry sump 

• Ignition:                             CDI with magnetic pick-up 

• Transmission:                 5 speed 

• Final Drive:                       Chain 

• Front Suspension:          Marzocchi oil filled with 270 mm travel 

• Rear Suspension:            Ohlins nitrogen filled 230 mm travel 

• Front Brake:                      140 mm drum brake 

• Rear Brake:                        150 mm drum brake 

• Rake/Trail:                        25 deg and 92 mm 

• Wheel Base:                       1.4 m 

• Seat Height:                      888 mm Cont... 
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W A T F O R D  H A R L E Y - D A V I D S O N
®  

Trade City, 

Thomas Sawyer Way, 

Watford  

WD18 0GS  

Call 01923 - 940646 

•     Front Tyre:                       90/90-21 

•     Rear Tyre:                         4.00-18 

•     Ground Clearance:        254 mm 

•     Dry Weight:                      161 kg 

•     Fuel Tank:                         13 L 

• Oil Tank:                            3.2 L 
 
 
Pictured Below is a selection of British Army bikes .The only real difference between the Armstrong and 
the Harley is the Engine and the addition of an Electric start .The Army was trying to save money by leav-
ing this off the Armstrong and I can vouch first hand how hard it was to kick start the Armstrong . 

Both bikes were fun to ride particularly Cross Country ,I found the Harley to be underpowered compared 
to the Armstrong . 

Armstrong MT 560    Harley  MT 350 

      BSA B40WD 
Words and Pictures By Graham Cross 
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III Rivers UK H.O.G. Chapter : Information for Rides  

All Chapter Official Rides will be sent to your mobile phone via text, we would like to you to book on to each 

ride by sending a key word to the chapter Facebook group you will then be added to a WhatsApp group for 

that ride and any changes will be communicated via that group. 

All information and details for the ride will be sent to you via text, below is a list of the main meeting points 

for rides, these are decided depending on the direction of the ride. 

Baldock Services - A1(M) J10, SG7 5TR, meet to the right of the Service Station food hall entrance at       

                         the picnic benches!  

BP Hemel - A414 Breakspear Way, Westbound, HP2 4UA. Meet in the BP service station, parking                      

            spaces between the pumps and the westbound carriageway.  

Tesco Hatfield - A1M J4, AL9 5JY, A414 (dual carriageway will make you loop back from the east             

                   bound carriageway onto the westbound carriageway).  Meet on the Tesco Car park near to                        

         the petrol pumps.                                                                          

Brickhill, McD's - McDonalds and Shell Service Station, MK17 9RB, A5 / A4146 Roundabout. Meet in              

                      McDonalds car park 

Toddington - Services Toddington Services, LU5 6HR, M1 Northbound between J11 & J12.  Meet in              

               the parking area close to the petrol pumps 

South Mimms - BP Service Station, EN6 3QQ, A1(M) J1 / M25 J23.  Meet at the BP Petrol Pumps  

Buddies-McDonalds Hockliffe -  Depending on if we are turning North or South the post code is the same       

         but please note that Buddies has no toilets and both are without fuel so please fill up just  

                    north of Dunstable LU7 9LZ 

Magazine Editor - Martyn Coote  

magazine@iiirivershogchapter.co.uk 


